Name
Postal address
Zip code postal area

Our date: null

Our ref.: null

Your date: null

Permission no: null

ACCESS TO DATA FROM NSD
Name of study

You are hereby given permission to use data from the above mentioned survey(s) in your project , described
in your application.
According to Norwegian legislation these data are subject to secrecy. We therefore ask you to observe the
following:
1. Access to data is given when the enclosed Pledge of Secrecy is signed and returned to NSD. Any
person assisting you in analysing the data will also have to sign a Pledge of Secrecy.
2. Permission and access are given to you personally and data are to be used exclusively as described in
your request. You may not distribute data to third party (except such person(s) described in 1).
3. Data should be destroyed or returned to your contact archive when analyses are finished, date (two
years after the order) at the latest.
4. If you wish to use the data for another project, you will have to seek permission to do so.
5. Users are obliged to refer to producer and distributor of the data by writing the following in forewords
or footnotes in eventual publications:
“(Some of) the data applied in the analysis in this publication are based on “name of study”. The
survey was financed by financing institution. The data are provided by name of institution, and
prepared and made available by the Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD). Neither previous
named institutions nor NSD are responsible for the analysis/interpretation of the data presented
here”.
6. Users are obliged to send NSD/Bergen a copy of reports/publications that are based on the data,
preferably digitally. These reports will be cited on our websites and can be made available online,
should the authors agree to it.
Contact: contact person at NSD
Yours sincerely

Bjørn Henrichsen
Contact person at NSD

